Overview

In our 210th episode of The Cyberlaw Podcast, Stewart Baker, Maury Shenk, Ben Wittes, and Nick Weaver discuss:

- The encryption debate heats up.
  - The FBI revives push for solution.
  - “FBI doesn’t understand math” argument hits roadblock: hard to say Ray Ozzie doesn’t.
  - Left/liberals piles on the Inspector General’s (IG) report suggesting maybe FBI didn’t want to use national security tools in a criminal case.
- Good week for attribution and retribution.
  - Carbanak mastermind busted in Spain?
  - Nikulin extradited to US.
- The US to require social media usernames, email addresses, and phone numbers from visa applicants.
- Julian Assange loses internet connection, Matt Green displays his cruel streak.
- Update on Keeper libel suit, if we can confirm case was dropped.


As always The Cyberlaw Podcast is open to feedback. Send your questions, suggestions for interview candidates or topics to CyberlawPodcast@steptoe.com or leave a message at +1 202 862 5785.

The Cyberlaw Podcast is hiring a part-time intern for our Washington, DC offices. If you are interested, visit our website at Steptoe.com/careers.

Download the 210th Episode (mp3).

Subscribe to The Cyberlaw Podcast here. We are also on iTunes, Pocket Casts, and Google Play (available for Android and Google Chrome!)

The views expressed in this podcast are those of the speakers and do not reflect the opinions of the firm.
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